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Abstract: It is generally acknowledged that we live in an increasingly visual culture, populated with a variety of visual objects. Researchers have recently started to investigate the underlying regularities, the “visual grammar,” according to which these objects are assembled. While most existing studies base their analysis on products (such as advertisements, movies or pages from newspapers), this paper studies the processes through which such products are assembled, thereby investigating visual grammar in practice.

The particular objects analyzed are storyboards that were produced by secondary school pupils using a new computerized storyboarding tool as part of their engagement with Shakespeare’s Macbeth. The paper focuses on situations in which pupils explicitly discuss and negotiate the placement of speech bubbles, thereby revealing aspects of the “meaning-effects” of such placements.
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1 Introduction

It is generally acknowledged that we live in an increasingly visual culture (e.g., Evans and Hall 1999; Sturken and Cartwright 2001; Mirzoeff 2009 [1999]). As a result of a variety of technological developments, in particular the vast expansion of electronic media and ubiquitous presence of screens and other displays, our world is now saturated with all kinds of visual images (in the form of magazines, television programs, movies, games, etc.). Despite this, social science researchers have tended to neglect the visual dimensions of the social world. As Sturken and Cartwright observe: “It is a paradox of the twentieth century that while visual images have increasingly come to dominate our culture, our colleges and universities traditionally have devoted relatively little attention to visual media” (2001: 4).

It is only recently that the campaign for a “visual turn” in the social sciences has gained momentum (e.g., Emmison and Smith 2000; Banks 2001; Sturken and Cartwright 2001; van Leeuwen and Jewitt 2001; Pink 2006; Rose 2007 [2001]; Stanczak 2007).

In one line of inquiry, researchers have started to explore the norms and conventions according to which visual objects are composed and experienced. This kind of research has been done predominantly on the basis of finished products. From the early seminal studies – such as Hall’s (1972) “The determinations of news photographs,” Williamson’s (1978) *Decoding Advertisements*, and Goffman’s (1979) *Gender Advertisements* – to more recent studies, the emphasis has been on products and not processes. That is to say, researchers have typically taken visual objects (such as news photographs or advertisements) as their data and on the basis of these have tried to discern certain conventions according to which these were composed and are perceived.

An influential example of this kind of research is Kress and van Leeuwen’s (2006 [1996]) *Reading Images: The Grammar of Visual Design*, which takes a social semiotic approach to the study of images. In their book Kress and van Leeuwen extend traditional linguistic notions of “literacy” and “grammar” from spoken word and written text to visual communication. Their aim is to study the underlying regularities according to which images are composed:

... despite the very large amount of work done on images, not much attention has been paid to the meanings of regularities in the way image elements are used – in short, to their grammar – at least not in explicit or systematic ways. ... We intend to provide usable descriptions of major compositional structures which have become established as conventions in the course of the history of Western visual semiotics, and to analyze how they are used to produce meaning by contemporary image-makers. (Kress and van Leeuwen 2006 [1996]: 1)
Kress and van Leeuwen analyze a variety of “text-objects” such as works of art, photographs, advertisements, websites, public signs, and newspapers. On the basis of these materials they demonstrate certain conventions at play in these objects, e.g., the different ways in which left and right (or top and bottom) are used to display information. Their book has stimulated a wide interest in multimodality (e.g., Mahin 2007; Kress 2010) and researchers have analyzed the visual properties of, among others, mathematical texts (O’Halloran 1999), children’s picture books (Anstey and Bull 2000), animated films produced by children (Burn and Parker 2001), CD-ROMs of novels (Jewitt 2002), movie posters (Maiorani 2007), online newspapers (Knox 2007), and religious art (Haladewicz-Grzelak 2009). What all these studies have in common is that they base their analysis on products rather than the processes through which these products were assembled. Consequently, the design rationales of the original composers of the objects are not directly available to researchers, but have to be inferred.

A very different line of inquiry, video analysis of naturally occurring interaction (Goodwin 2001; Heath et al. 2010), has emerged out of ethnomethodology (Garfinkel 1967, 2002) and conversation analysis (Sacks 1992; Schegloff 2007) and has been explicitly concerned with the processes through which participants make their conduct recognizable (“accountable”) to each other. This line of research is concerned with the in situ, ongoing production of sense and tries to exhibit the variety of practices through which participants display what they are doing to each other. Since the analysis is based on video recordings of activities, researchers can study directly the reasons for participants’ conduct (where “reason” does not refer to some cognitive, “hidden” phenomenon, but to publicly displayed kinds of behavior).

Using video recordings thus not only allows the researcher to study the “doing” of various activities, but also to observe the mutual orientation of participants to each other’s conduct. In that sense, it is not so much that the researcher analyzes particular forms of data, but rather uses the videotape to analyze how participants themselves construe each other’s behavior. As Goodwin puts it:

... what the analyst seeks to do is not to provide his or her own gloss on how visual phenomena might be meaningful, but instead to demonstrate how the participants themselves not only actively orient to particular kinds of visual events (such as states of gaze), but use them as a constitutive feature of the activities they are engaged in (for example, by modifying their talk in terms of what they demonstrably see). (Goodwin 2001: 160)

Early investigations by Goodwin (1981, 1986) and Heath (1982, 1986) examined how participants orient to each other’s gaze, gestures, and body posture in interaction. Subsequent studies explored, for example, how participants coordinate their activities in complex work settings (Heath and Luff 1992; Heath et al. 1995),
the ways in which participants use multimodal resources in interaction (Mondada 2003, 2007), and how “professional vision” is organized in different occupations (Goodwin 1994).

The aim of this paper is to bring these two lines of research together. Thus the goal is not just to study the “visual grammar” (Kress and van Leeuwen 2006 [1996]), “visual logic” (Jayyusi 1988), or “visual language” (Horn 1998) of particular objects, but also to shift the emphasis from an analysis based on products towards an investigation of the processes through which such products are given their final shape. The challenge is to demonstrate how participants themselves design visual objects in such a way that these objects have the kinds of effects that have been previously analyzed.

The particular objects analyzed in this paper are storyboards that were produced by secondary school children as part of their engagement with Shakespeare’s *Macbeth* (for an example see Figure 1). These are a perspicuous example for studying visual culture, since pupils have to transform a written text (Shakespeare’s dialogue) into a multimodal storyboard, which consists of a series of pictures that nevertheless often contain text in the form of speech and thought bubbles.

![Fig. 1: The first two frames of a storyboard](image)

The analysis will not, primarily, be based on the finished storyboards produced by students, but rather investigates video recordings of the students working on these storyboards. This allows us to investigate the processes through which these storyboards were constructed and to explore how the students themselves oriented to conventions during the composition of their storyboards.

There have been very few studies that have previously investigated the processes through which visual objects are assembled. This can be explained by the difficulties of both capturing and transcribing such activities. First, it is not
straightforward to find situations in which participants explicitly topicalize their rationales for constructing a visual object in a particular way. For example, a video of a solitary designer working with a computer (and therefore saying very little) would be very difficult to analyze. Consequently, situations in which two or more participants collaborate (and talk to each other) are methodologically more promising. However, even in such situations it is not guaranteed that there will be many episodes in which the participants explicitly discuss the reasons for constructing a particular object. In order to assemble a variety of examples, many hours of video may be necessary. This was certainly the case for the data selected for this paper, which are episodes in which pupils explicitly discuss the placement of their speech bubbles. In more than ten hours of video recordings, only four instances were found.

Second, transcribing such episodes is very challenging. One of the advantages of basing the analysis only on products is that the researcher can easily make the data available to readers. However, this is not possible when working with video recordings where the researcher has to find ways of representing the video on paper. While relatively stable conventions have emerged for representing talk, transcribing the embodied conduct of participants (such as gaze, gestures, etc.) poses both theoretical and methodological challenges. As Ivarsson (2010: 176) puts it: “It is not without difficulty that the temporal and spatial arrangement of bodies, conduct and other events are transformed into the fundamentally spatial (non-temporal) arrangement better known as ‘a page.’”

These difficulties are exacerbated in cases in which participants collaboratively work on a particular object, since the transcript must represent not only the talk and embodied conduct, but also the way that the object changes as a result of them. In this case, ways had to be found to display the storyboard frames that the pupils were manipulating on the computer screen. Since simple stills from the original video were not of a good enough quality to reproduce in a paper, the relevant storyboards were re-created and then linked in the transcript to the talk and embodied conduct.

Despite these challenges, there have been a few recent studies that have opened up the processes involved in assembling visual objects. For example, both Büscher (2005) and Murphy (2005) studied design meetings of architects, which allowed them, first, to investigate how the architects themselves interpreted their architectural drawings, and, secondly to study the design rationale behind the finished plans. Similarly, Ivarsson (2010) investigated design-in-interaction by observing the interactions of architecture students using a variety of software packages. Broth (2008, 2009) was able to video-record interactions in the control room during live television production, thereby exhibiting the conventions through which live television programs are produced (see also Engström
et al. 2010). Finally, Laurier and Brown (2011) observed video editors in the process of working with video materials to investigate the decision-making involved in producing videos.

This paper follows these studies in examining the processes of designing particular objects, in this case, storyboards of Shakespeare’s *Macbeth*. The analysis is based on episodes in which the pupils topicalized the placement of speech bubbles.

## 2 The setting

The study is based on video fragments taken from English lessons of a Year 9 class (pupils aged 13 to 14) studying Shakespeare’s *Macbeth* (see Greiffenhagen 2008, 2012; Greiffenhagen and Watson 2009). Over the course of three months, the pupils spent the majority of their English lessons engaging with *Macbeth* through a variety of activities. The teaching approach taken was one that has been referred to as “active methods” (Gibson 1998; Franks 2003; Kress et al. 2005; Coles 2009), which consists of emphasizing the “dramatical” elements of Shakespeare by, for example, encouraging students to act out parts of plays or watching versions of the play (either on stage or on TV). In this case, the students were asked to use a new software tool called *kar2ouche*¹ to construct in a series of frames their interpretation of scenes from Shakespeare’s *Macbeth*. The software provides pupils with a library of pictures of illustrated backgrounds, characters, and props. Pupils create a series of frames by selecting appropriate backgrounds, characters, and props. Having placed the characters and props into the background, they then decide upon a pose for each character by selecting one of a range of alternatives depicting “anger,” “worry,” “resignation,” “determination,” etc. They can then attach speech and thought bubbles to the characters and insert into them any text they choose to type, including extracts from the play itself. Finally, they can write any notes they wish into a caption box at the bottom of each frame.

Having studied *Macbeth* for some weeks, working with the storyboarding tool became an additional activity for this class. Over the course of eight weeks, they had eleven lessons in the computer suite. All lessons in the computer suite as well as some in the “normal” classroom were recorded, one camera focused on a particular pair of pupils, the other alternatively on the teacher (during whole-class announcements) or on a second pair of pupils. It was thus possible to capture both what the teacher said to the whole class as well as the way individual pupil-

---

¹ [http://www.kar2ouche.com/](http://www.kar2ouche.com/) (for other computerized storyboarding tools see Madden et al., 2009).
pairs worked with the software (and their occasional interaction with the teacher). The final storyboards of all sixteen pairs of pupils were also collected.

In the first session in the computer suite, the teacher gave the class the task “to produce a storyboard on the computer” of Act 2, Scene 2, which was the set piece for the national exams for this year (see Appendix 2). The task was to be completed over a number of lessons. Many students will have been familiar with storyboards, which, as Gibson (1998: 210) notes, “is a popular activity with students.” What was new for these pupils was to produce storyboards using the computer. Consequently, the teacher spent most of the first lesson introducing pupils to the software. These instructions were quickly summarized at the beginning of the second lesson in the computer suite, ending with the summary in Transcript 1, in which the teacher gives explicit instructions as to how students should visualize Shakespeare’s text.2

Transcript 1

1 T: think about how you’re going to break up this opening >this opening part of this scene () how
2 you’re going to break it up (3.0) okay! () and start constructing your scenes (1.0) this is the
3 work you’re gonna save and work on for the next week (2.0) so by this time next week (1.0)
4 we’re gonna have a fair interpretation of this scene from each of you (1.0) any questions? (1.0)
5 anybody not know what I want them to do? (1.0) so you’re gonna put in your characters () put
6 in your speech- >choose a bit of speech from the the text () and put in the thought bubbles ()
7 and underneath say why you made the choices that you’ve made

In other words, students were asked to create a series of frames, choosing background and characters, using the speech bubbles (SB) for Shakespeare’s text and the thought bubbles (TB) for their own understanding of the character’s psychological motivation and thoughts; finally, the teacher wanted pupils to put their reasons for constructing the whole frame in this particular way in the caption box.

This paper focuses on how pupils dealt with the speech bubbles (rather than, say, how they chose backgrounds or poses for characters). Although the teacher’s instructions were fairly explicit, they leave – as all instructions (cf. Sharrock and Watson 1985; Amerine and Bilmes 1988; Garfinkel 2002: ch. 6) – many aspects

2 I am following the conversation analytic transcript conventions developed by Gail Jefferson. The most important are the following: double parentheses [“(( ))”] are used to mark transcriber’s descriptions of events; single parentheses [“( )”] indicate uncertainty on the transcriber’s part; underlined items [“item”] are audibly stressed; colons [“::”] indicate prolongation of the immediately prior sound; the degree sign [“°”] is used as a softener; a dash [“-”] indicates a cut-off; an inbreath is denoted by a preceding circle [“°h”]; numbers in parentheses [e.g., “(0.3)”] denote a silence in tenth of seconds, while “(.)” denotes a micro pause of less than 0.2 seconds (see, for example, Atkinson and Heritage 1984: ix–xvi).
underspecified and as tasks for the students to figure out for themselves. For example:

- How much of Shakespeare’s text should they use in the speech bubbles? All of the text or just particular passages?
- How much of the text should they put in each frame? As much or as little as possible?
- Where should they place the speech and thought bubbles? Anywhere, or in specific places?

The video recordings of pupils working on the task allow us to investigate how both teacher and pupils found solutions to these questions.

3 How much text?

Act 2, Scene 2 starts with a long monologue by Lady Macbeth (see Appendix 2). When pupils began to work on the task, they were thus immediately faced with the question of whether they should put the entire monologue into their first frame. Transcript 2 provides an illustration of this.

The pair of pupils (Bob and Sue) have already selected a background and provided Lady Macbeth with an empty speech bubble (SB). When Bob has marked and copied Lady Macbeth’s entire monologue (line 1 in the Transcript; see Appendix 2, lines 2–9), Sue (who has control of the keyboard) inserts this into Lady Macbeth’s speech bubble (line 3). It transpires that the current speech bubble is too small to “hold” all of the copied text, i.e., only shows some of the copied text (picture attached to line 3). Bob (who has control of the mouse) thus starts to resize the speech bubble (line 4). However, despite making the speech bubble extremely big (in fact, bigger than Lady Macbeth), it is still not big enough to hold all the copied text (picture attached to line 4). This prompts Sue to suggest to “just junk some,” since “there’s still loads to go” (lines 5–6), which can be taken as a suggestion to delete some of text in the speech bubble.

Sue’s utterance is overheard by the teacher who approaches the pupils. The teacher suggests to the pupils to “break it [the monologue] into smaller pieces” and “have it over a couple of scenes [rather than just one]” (lines 8–9). The teacher further suggests that the pupils should have the character “moving around” (lines 11–12) while she is speaking, which is what the pupils subsequently do. Figure 2 displays their first two frames at the end of this lesson.
Transcript 2

01 Bob: ((marks and copies text)) (20.0)
02 ((switches back to construction window))
03 Sue: ((inserts text into SB))
04 Bob: ((resizes SB)) (4.0)
05 Sue: no: () just junk some () there's still loads to go
06 (1.5)
07 ((overhearing)) break it down into smaller pieces then () and have it over a couple () a couple of scenes
08 T: oh ohhh:
09 T: don't have it all >you don't have to have it all in one go () okay? () you can have them moving around
10 Sue: oh well let's delete that then
11 T: so let's break it down
12 T: ((takes control of mouse))

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: The first two frames at the end of the lesson
These two pupils have just started to work with the software and thus use the teacher’s instruction to guide them. They begin by selecting a background and a character to start their first frame. They then proceed to “choose a bit of speech from the text” (teacher’s instruction in Transcript 1, line 6). The text in the software is formatted to highlight the different speakers (in CAPITALS), but there is no formatting within a speaker’s turn (see Appendix 2). It is therefore quite “natural” that the pupils initially select all of Lady Macbeth’s turn.

However, when the teacher sees what they are doing, she is not happy with their “execution” of the task. There seem to be two reasons for this. First, in terms of the conventions of storyboards or comics, it is unusual to have a huge speech bubble dominating the whole image (the aim is to produce “an image with some text,” not “a text with some image”). Second, the educational goal of the current task is not to put as much possible text in each frame, but rather to use this activity to reflect upon the text. Consequently, the teacher suggests that the pupils should split the dialogue over a couple of frames, which is what most other pupils did. Figure 3 gives another instance in which pupils have also split Lady Macbeth’s monologue, but chosen slightly different shapes for her speech bubbles.

Another aspect of the question of how much text pupils should use became a topic directly following the episode in Transcript 2. A pupil on the adjacent computer to Bob and Sue overheard what the teacher had told them and in turned formulated a question to the teacher (Transcript 3).
Transcript 3

14 T: so let's break it down
15 Sue: ((takes control of mouse))
16 P: ((sitting at adjacent computer)) do we have to include everything they say though?
17 (3.0)
18 T: that's a very good point isn't it? (.) what d'you think? show us what you're thinking of doing
19 ((walks to pupil)) (2.0)
20 P: I was thinking (.) just putting the main bit- >what you think are the main bits in each bit (.) and
21 summarise each bit of it? (.) because I think it would be too long otherwise
22 T: yeah (.) okay (.) you wanna do that (.) as long as it makes sense at the end (.) so edit it down cos film editors do edit down
23 speeches (.) so if you wanted to do that let's have look at it see what you come up with yeah?
24 (.) as long as it's sensible >it reads sensibly at the end of it (.) you'll have to read it all through
25 to make sure of that of course

The pupil asks the teacher whether she has “to include everything they say” (line 16), which the teacher immediately characterizes as “a very good point” (line 18). The pupil elaborates that she was thinking of “just putting the main bit” of the text, in other words to “summarize” Shakespeare’s text, because “it would be too long otherwise” (lines 20–21). The teacher accepts this suggestion (line 22) and also provides an account of why this would be acceptable: part of adapting a text for a film or theatre production is to edit it (line 23). So in that sense, what the pupil is proposing to do follows established practice in visualizing a text.

The question of how much text they should use did not create any serious difficulties for pupils when visualizing the text. If a character had a long turn, most of the pupils found a suitable place to break the utterance and continue it over one or two more frames. Others chose to cut the text. However, what did the pupils do when there was more than one character in the frame? After Lady Macbeth’s initial monologue, Macbeth enters (see Appendix 2, line 12), presenting pupils with the questions of how many speech bubbles they should put in a frame (only one? one for each character? or more than two?).

4 How many speech bubbles?

As Yannicopoulou (2004) has shown, children are familiar with the role and function of speech bubbles, which they encounter in many forms:

Children’s familiarity with speech bubbles, a somewhat arbitrary convention, since no one speaks or thinks with small clouds hovering above their heads, may be due to its omni-
presence in the children’s environments. Originating from comics, it has transferred to children’s books, magazines, advertisements and environmental print. (Yannicopoulou 2004: 178)

Although students seemed to be familiar with the general function of speech bubbles, the teacher had given no clear guidelines as to how many speech bubbles should be in each frame. Looking at the final storyboards of the sixteen pairs of pupils, it quickly transpires that most of them decided to use only a small number of speech bubbles in each frame (see Table 1): only 10 out of 190 frames contained more than two speech bubbles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of speech bubbles</th>
<th>Occurrence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Number of speech bubbles per frame

Since the teacher never explicitly instructed the class not to put more than two speech bubbles in one frame, this might point to a general preference for using only a small number of speech bubbles (perhaps an indication of an attempt not to overburden each image with too much text). However, there was one instance in which pupils inserted ten speech bubbles into one frame (see Figure 4). Furthermore, they decided to number these in order to indicate the order in which the speech bubbles should be read (the only instance where pupils did this).

Fig. 4: Frame with ten partially numbered speech bubbles
While the pupils are in the process of numbering their speech bubbles (they have numbered four of the speech bubbles and are in the process of numbering the fifth), the teacher appears behind them. Having observed what they were doing, she remarks that they have “too much” in their frame (Transcript 4).

Transcript 4

1 Kate: (inserting numbers into speech bubbles))
2 ((working on fifth speech bubble))
3 T:  okay () is that a bit much you’ve got on that one do you think?
4 Kate: no:: (looks at teacher))
5 T:  split it up over two
6 Sue: ((neighbouring desk) HUH HUH HUH HUH
7 Lara: no it’s not (inaudible) you see it’s not
8 Kate:  huh huh () well () I’ve just been (inaudible) but I don’t think it is really
9 T:  let me see it then () let me see it properly
10 Kate: ((switches to composition window, making the picture larger))
11 (1.0)
12 Lara: because we’ve putting the numbers in
13 Kate:  I think it’s ((laughingly)) perfectly fine r huh huh
14 Sue:  HUH HUH () HUH HUH HUH
15 T:  but you (don’t) do that though ()
16 you don’t put numbers in () do you? normally
17 Sue:  you don’t know what they’re saying (that’s the thing)
18 Kate:  >yeah you do () look () one () two () three () four
19 T:  the thing is () (it’s not) () >do you not think () they’re not
20 gonna be (opposite like this) in the same poses () are they? () they shouldn’t be standing
21 like this ((stands in fixed pose)) the whole time
22 (0.5)
23 Kate:  oh: () (inaudible)
24 Lara: i- >but ((mimicking dialogue)) aye () no () ugh () agh ()
25 T:  (d’you see what I’m saying?)
26 Kate:
27 Lara:  oh () sorry sight () ugh () Donalbain () hey
28 T:  why not just put a couple up then () put a couple in one (0.3)
29 but it’s a bit too much
30 Lara: 
31 Kate:  please () (let us off) () >okay we’ll leave the ones that we’ve numbered alright () and
32 we’ll get rid of all the others
33 T:  and then take the numbers out
34 (0.3)
35 Lara: but how will you know?
36 Kate: if you need numbers there’s too much in there (0.3) you should just know by looking at it
37 yes?

The teacher starts by commenting on what the pupils have done in the current frame: “is that a bit much you’ve got on that one do you think?” (line 3). This
utterance, although having the form of a question, is audibly a reproach of their work (cf. Heritage 2002; Koshik 2002). In the classroom, formulations such as “don’t you think that . . .” or “might it not be better if . . .” are a teacher’s polite way of criticizing what pupils have done. Consequently, the teacher does not wait for a response from the pupils, but rather quickly continues with a suggestion as to how they could remedy this: “split it up over two” (line 5; compare Transcript 2, lines 8–9).

The pupils initially resist the teacher’s characterization that there is “too much” (Kate in line 4, Lara in line 7) and provide a reason why they think it is acceptable to have so many speech bubbles: “because we’ve putting the numbers in,” line 12). Kate also argues that “it’s perfectly fine” (line 13), although her laughing intonation may suggest that this is not to be taken completely seriously. The teacher, in turn, takes up Lara’s account and counters that “you don’t put numbers in (.) do you? normally” (line 16). The teacher then gives an additional reason for having less dialogue in the current frame, namely, that the two characters should not be standing in the same position and pose during this long dialogue (lines 19–21). Kate seems to accept this (line 23), but Lara tries another line of defense: the way that they have used the speech bubbles depicts a “quick” dialogue (lines 24, 27).

At this point, the teacher repeats her earlier suggestion (to “split it over two”) and furthermore explicates that they should “just put a couple in one” (line 28), since “it’s a bit too much” (line 29). This is accepted by Kate who agrees to delete the speech bubbles that they have not yet numbered (lines 31–32). However, this is not accepted by the teacher as enough of a remedy. Not only should the pupils remove some of the speech bubbles, but they should also “take the numbers out” (line 33). This prompts Lara to ask: “but how will you know?” (line 35), which I take to mean: without the numbers in the speech bubbles how would you know in which order to read them? The teacher answers by saying that “you should just know by looking at it,” and that therefore the fact that the pupils needed numbers shows that “there’s too much in there” (line 35).

This fragment reveals at least two important aspects regarding the conventions underlying the visualization of Shakespeare’s text.

First, the current frame is clearly unusual in having ten speech bubbles. It is not only the teacher who notices this: the whole episode is marked with laughter (e.g., by the pupil at the adjacent computer at lines 6 and 14; by Kate in lines 13 and 25, and by Lara’s performance of a “quick” dialogue in lines 24 and 27). Why is the current frame so unusual and why does the teacher want the pupils to change it? This has much to do with the dominance of the text in the current frame. The whole point of constructing a storyboard is to visualize the text – not just to have one frame with a large number of speech bubbles. That is to say, there
should be a balance between “visual” and “textual” elements – one that the current frame does not achieve.\(^4\)

Second, the fragment touches upon the issue that will concern us for the rest of the paper, namely, the question of whether one can – or should – indicate the order in which the speech bubbles are to be read. These pupils, realizing that the larger numbers of speech bubbles makes it difficult for a reader to “follow” the dialogue, have come up with an innovative solution, namely, to number their speech bubbles. However, this numbering of speech bubbles goes against “normal” practice. As the teacher remarks: “you don’t put numbers in (.) do you? normally” (line 16). Most comics and other artwork that include speech bubbles do not employ numbers to indicate the reading order, which seems to be known by the pupils in this class as well, since these two pupils were the only ones that used numbers.

Rather than using numbers to indicate the order, the teacher states that “you should just know by looking at it” (line 35). In other words, the teacher points to the existence of conventions (or a “grammar”) that helps to indicate the order in which speech bubbles should be read. Lara’s question (“but how will you know?,” line 35) indicates that it is not clear to her how this might be done, i.e., that she might not be familiar with these conventions. In this respect, it is important to note that the teacher only indicates that there are conventions, but does not indicate what these are or how this could be done. The rest of the paper explores three instances where pupils do try to indicate to a reader an order of speech bubbles, not through the use of numbers but through the placement of speech bubbles within the frame.

5 Where to place speech bubbles?

5.1 Reading paths

Many authors have remarked that the placement of items within an overall image can structure how they will be perceived. Thus Kress (2003: 65) argues that placement has “meaning-effects,” while Jewitt (2006: 45) states that the “place of an element in a composition affects the information value it has in the text.” As an illustration, Kress and van Leeuwen (2006 [1996]: 179) show that within magazines

---

\(^4\) What the pupils may be trying to do is to orient towards the dialogue as a whole unit and therefore to preserve that unit in one single image, composed by “quick” turns. This orientation may explain their resistance to the teacher’s critique.
elements that are presented as given are placed on the left, while elements presented as new are placed on the right. The placement of items within an image can thus create a "reading path" (Kress 2003: 4), although such a reading path will be less "directive" than the one offered by "conventional" texts.

In densely printed pages of text, reading is linear and strictly coded. Such texts must be read the way they are designed to be read – from left to right and from top to bottom, line by line. . . . The pages we have described in this chapter are read differently – and can be read in more than one way. Their reading path is less strictly coded. (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006 [1996]: 218)

When reading traditional texts, there is a very strong preference to read things first from left to right, and then from top to bottom (Morrison 1981: 247, n. 4; Watson 1997: 82). The same preference is used in the page layout of comics and graphic novels. McCloud (2006: 32) illustrates how a cartoonist should "guide [the] audience through [the] work from beginning to end" with the picture in Figure 5.

In other words, the placement of an item within the overall page can indicate the order in which it should be read (cf. Eisner (2008 [1985]: 42; Horn 1998: 135).
As McCloud (1994: 7) puts it: “space does for comics what time does for film.” Furthermore, these conventions for creating an explicit “reading path” are not just used for the reading paths between panels on one page, but also for speech bubbles within a panel. In other words, the placement of speech bubbles (or “balloons”) depicts the sequence in which they should be read:

The arrangement of balloons which surround speech – their position in relation to each other, or to the action, or their position with respect to the speaker, contribute to the measurement of time. They are disciplinary in that they demand cooperation from the reader. A major requirement is that they be read in a prescribed sequence in order to know who speaks first. (Eisner 1990 [1985]: 26)

---

**Fig. 6:** Reading instruction for a Japanese manga

---

This is the reason why most comics do not use numbers (as the two girls did in the previous fragment): they are designed in such a way that a reader can easily find the order in which the speech bubbles should be read, making use of the preference of reading from left-to-right and top-to-bottom. This order is, of course, highly conventional and specific to Western cultures. In Japanese manga, for example, a different order is at play. Japanese books start at what is in the Western context the “back.” In cases of cross-cultural contact (as in the case of translating a manga from Japanese to English, but leaving the original artwork intact) an explicit instruction for Western readers may therefore be necessary. Figure 6 is the “first” page in an English translation of a Japanese manga.

This page instructs the reader not only that the first page of this book is what would be the last page in an English book (and the book has therefore to be read “from back to front”), but also that within each page the Western conventions of reading are not at play. Rather than reading from left-to-right, both panels and speech bubbles should be read from right-to-left, although the top-to-bottom order is left intact.

5.2 Above/next to character

Given these considerations, the question arises: How did pupils decide where to place their speech bubbles? To which the initial answer has to be: for the most part, they did not “decide” at all. That is to say, there were very few occasions in which pupils explicitly discussed the placement of speech bubbles. They simply did not topicalize this question. When looking at the videotapes, the placement of speech bubbles was typically just “done,” but rarely “discussed.” The absence of any explicit discussion among pupils might indicate that there were very strong shared conventions governing the placement of speech bubbles. Looking through the final storyboards only one clear preference with respect to the placement of speech bubbles emerges: speech bubbles were placed above/next to the charac-

---

6 This seems to reaffirm Goody’s (1977: 130) observation that left-to-right is more conventional (i.e., more variable across cultures) than top-to-bottom: “But left to right is a more “conventional” movement than that from top to bottom. Indeed, systems of writing that begin at the right and move in the opposite direction, such as Arabic and Hebrew, clearly have a different order of priority. No-one, I think, has employed a system of writing that starts at the foot of the page and moves to the top, then jumps to the bottom again. The vertical hierarchy is more compelling, more insistent, than horizontal differentiation; it is the difference between head and foot in one context and right and left on the other.”
ter who is “speaking” them. In other words, it was the position of the character that determined the position of the speech bubble (and the imperative for the bubble does not obscure the figure, so “above the head” is kind of empty space, narratively speaking). This has interesting consequences for any potential “reading path,” i.e., the order in which the speech bubbles might be read. In contrast to the conventional comic rules (discussed by McCloud above), the top left speech bubble is not necessarily the first in the dialogue depicted in a particular frame. This can be illustrated by looking at how four different pupil-pairs visualized lines 24 and 27/8 from the play (see Appendix 2). Two of them put Macbeth (and therefore also Macbeth’s speech bubble) on the left (Figure 7), while the other two put them on the right (Figure 8).

![Fig. 7: Macbeth (and his speech bubble) on the left](image1)

![Fig. 8: Macbeth (and his speech bubble) on the right](image2)
In other words, it seems that for many pupils it was the position of the character that determined where a speech bubble was placed, rather than the attempt to create a “reading path.” This can be further illustrated in the following episode (Transcripts 5.1 and 5.2), in which one pupil wants to move *Macbeth* from the right to the left side, since it is *Macbeth* (rather than Lady Macbeth) who speaks first.

Transcript 5.1

1 Bob:  ((inserts SB for Lady Macbeth)
2   (7.0)
3   ((inserts text into SB))
4   ((resizes SB)) (2.0)
5   (tries to move SB) (38.0)
6   how d’you move that?
7   (1.5)
8 Sam:  ((takes control of mouse))
9   ((moves SB)) (10.0)
10   ((talks to pupil at other desk)) (38.0)
11   ((selects Lady Macbeth))
12   (1.0)
13   ((inserts TB))
14   ((moves TB)) (7.0)
15   ((resizes TB)) 6.0
16   ((moves TB)) (4.0)
17   ((moves mouse pointer into SB of Lady Macbeth))
18   consider it not so deeply (;) wuowww
19   ((moves mouse pointer into SB of Macbeth))
20   hehehehe (0.5)
21 Sam:  he has to be on this side (don’ it?)
22   (0.3)
23 c’mon Bob (;) think it
24 Bob:  what? (0.3)
In this episode, the two pupils are working on their sixth frame. Bob, sitting on the right and currently in control of the mouse, has already inserted a speech bubble and the text for *Macbeth* and is now in the process of doing the same for Lady Macbeth. He inserts a speech bubble (line 1), copies the corresponding text (line 3), before resizing the speech bubble (line 4), so it nicely “wraps around” the text (in this case this means making the speech bubble smaller).

Since the speech bubble of Lady Macbeth overlaps with that of Macbeth (see image attached to line 4), Bob tries to move Lady Macbeth’s speech bubble (line 5). However, he is not able to do so (with this prototype of the software it is relatively difficult to find the exact spot on which to click so that one can move, rather than resize, a speech bubble). Bob asks Sam how one can move a speech bubble (line 6), which prompts Sam to take control of the mouse (line 8) and to move Lady Macbeth’s speech bubble (line 9).

Sam then proceeds to the next “step” in the teacher’s task: after inserting the speech bubbles, they should insert thought bubbles in which they type their interpretation of the character’s motivation. Sam inserts and positions a thought bubble for Lady Macbeth (lines 13–16). Having done so, he moves the mouse pointer (MP) into the speech bubble of Lady Macbeth (line 17), reading it out aloud (line 18). He does the same with Macbeth’s speech bubble (line 19), but then releases the mouse and remarks that “he [Macbeth] has to be on that side [at the position of Lady Macbeth]” (line 21), using his left hand to point to what “he” and “this side” refer to (see the drawings attached to line 21, occurring at “that side” and “don’t it” respectively).

Bob’s non-response (line 22) prompts Sam to try to get Bob’s attention. Sam turns to Bob and states “c’mon Bob (. . .) think it” (line 23). However, Bob does not seem to see what Sam wants him to do or pay attention to (line 24), so Sam repeats his remark (Transcript 5.2).

Sam repeats his observation from line 21 in line 26: “he’s [pointing to *Macbeth*] saying that first [pointing to the speech bubble of Lady Macbeth].” Bob’s reply, “yeah:?” (line 28) seems to accept this, but the questioning intonation further suggests that Bob does not see what implications Sam’s observation might have. In other words: So what if the text in *Macbeth*’s speech bubble comes before the text in Lady Macbeth’s speech bubble?

Rather than explaining himself “in words,” Sam demonstrates what he is thinking by directly changing the current frame. Prefacing his actions with “let’s think of it like this” (line 31), Sam starts to re-arrange the elements in the frame: he moves the speech bubble of *Macbeth* and then Macbeth himself to the left (lines 30, 32), before doing the same for Lady Macbeth and her speech bubble (lines 34, 35). He then also moves the thought bubble (line 38) and “fine-tunes” the elements, before moving the mouse pointer into Lady Macbeth’s speech
Sam: he's saying that first

Bob: yeah!

Sam: ((moves SB of Macbeth))

look! (0.3) let's think of it like this

((moves Macbeth))

((moves Lady Macbeth))

((moves SB of Lady Macbeth)) (6.0)

((moves mouse pointer to left)) (3.0)

oh (!) big think bubble

((moves TB of Lady Macbeth)) (5.0)

((moves SB of Lady Macbeth again)) (3.0)

((moves TB of Lady Macbeth again)) (4.0)

(talks to pupil at other desk)) (10.0)

((moves mouse pointer into SB of Lady Macbeth))

((reads)) consider it not so deeply

((moves mouse pointer into TB of Lady Macbeth))

((looks at Bob))

what's she thinking Bob? (.) you think her

Bob: ((takes control of mouse))

This fragment is one of only three instances, in which pupils explicitly discuss the placement of the speech bubbles in a frame. When preparing to work on the thought bubbles, Sam notices that it is actually Macbeth who speaks first in
the current frame (line 26). For Sam this seems to imply that Macbeth should therefore be on the left (line 21, picture attached to line 39). In other words, Sam orients to the conventional left-to-right “reading order” of speech bubbles: as the frame stands, it is Lady Macbeth’s speech bubble that is read first (which is in contrast to the “actual” reading order from the play).

Sam’s solution also demonstrates his orientation to the aforementioned rule that it is the position of the characters that determines the position of the speech bubbles. Sam does not just move Macbeth’s speech bubble, but rather changes the position of both Macbeth and the speech bubble, which are treated by him as a unit. That is to say, an alternative solution would have been to only change the position of the speech bubbles. This is something that another pupil-pair did for another part of the dialogue (Figure 9).

In that instance, although Macbeth is standing on the right, the pupils were able to indicate that it is Macbeth who speaks first, since they placed the speech bubble of Lady Macbeth (who is standing on the left) below that of Macbeth. However, such a solution was extremely rare (only two instances among the roughly two hundred frames of the final storyboards). In general, pupils adhered to the speech bubble above/next to character convention. On the one hand, this might have been a result of the affordance of the software itself: when inserting a speech bubble, the speech bubble would appear above the character’s head. On the other hand, it might be that pupils were familiar with the conventions for speech bubbles in some online games, where speech bubbles would appear above characters regardless of the order in which characters “spoke” (Figure 10).
This fragment also sheds light on an aspect that will reoccur: it was only one of the two pupils (Sam) who was concerned with the question of where Macbeth’s speech bubble should be placed. The other pupil (Bob) remained non-involved throughout this episode. In fact, Bob’s puzzled reaction to Sam’s observation (line 28) might point to the fact that although Sam, on this occasion, tries to depict an explicit reading order for the speech bubbles, Bob does not treat this as particularly important, since he in no way comments on Sam’s eventual solution (there is no “yeah, good point” or something similar). It might be that Bob is orienting to the size of the bubble, which could be seen to solve the problem of order, since Macbeth’s bubble is bigger than Lady Macbeth’s bubble (unfortunately, Bob is not very responsive so it is difficult know what he is orienting to).

5.3 Down the middle

As already mentioned, the majority of frames only contained one or two speech bubbles and it was the position of the character that determined the position of the speech bubble. In contrast, in the next episode, the pupils inserted six speech bubbles in one frame and found a way of indicating a clear reading order, which did not involve numbering the speech bubbles (in the way that the two girls did in Transcript 4). In this episode, the two pupils have just started to work on the third frame. Having inserted the two characters, Macbeth and Lady Macbeth, one

---

7 Grateful acknowledgement is made to Barry Brown and Ulrika Bennerstedt for permission to use these images: see Brown and Bell (2004: 352) and Bennerstedt (2008: 73).
pupil suggests where they should be placed in order to create “room” for the eventual speech bubbles.

Transcript 6.1

The two pupils have just finishing correcting some missing elements in their second frame and now return to continue working on their third frame (line 1). Sam, sitting on the right and currently in control of the mouse, selects Macbeth (line 3) and starts to search for a suitable pose for him (line 6). At this point, Tom, sitting on the left, points to the screen and suggests that they could “have him [Macbeth] on one side [on left] and her [Lady Macbeth] on the other [on the right]” (line 7). He then elaborates that they could then “have their speech in like sections” (line 8), moving his hand down the middle of the screen in the space in between the suggested new positions of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth.

Tom seems to be concerned with the placement of the still-to-be-inserted speech bubbles. He wants to move Macbeth to the left and Lady Macbeth to the right, using the space in between them for “their speech,” which would be “in sections” (indicating, possibly, that he plans to have more than two speech bubbles in this frame). Sam, though, does not react to Tom’s suggestion. Instead, Sam
continues to browse through different poses and finally finds a pose for *Macbeth* that he likes (lines 9 and 10). Tom, after a short pause (during which he is possibly waiting for Sam to react to his suggestion), agrees to the suggested pose (line 12).

Transcript 6.2

---

Sam now proceeds to work on the frame, changing the position and size of both *Macbeth* and Lady Macbeth (see image attached to line 13). He then turns to Tom and prompts him to move on to the next step in the task, namely, “speech” (line 14) bubbles. Sam changes from the composition screen to the text screen (in order to get access to the text from the play) and reads out the next line from the play (lines 16/17; see Appendix 2, lines 23/24).

At this moment, Tom points to Lady Macbeth and asks Sam to “let her go over a little bit further (this way)” (line 18), moving his hand to the right (indicating
the direction in which he would Lady Macbeth to be moved). Sam tries to move Lady Macbeth (line 19), but does not succeed (since it is not possible to move a character in the text screen). Sam then changes back to the composition screen (line 21), inserts a speech bubble for Macbeth (line 22), and then instructs Tom which text to type in the speech bubble (lines 23/24). In other words, Tom tries to pursue his earlier suggestion of creating a space in between Macbeth and Lady Macbeth in which they could have “their speech in like sections” (line 8) and Sam tries to comply (line 19), but when this does not work he quickly abandons Tom’s proposal. Yet as soon as Tom takes control of the mouse (line 25), he moves Lady Macbeth to the right (line 26). Only then does he go back to the text screen and copies the text for Macbeth (lines 27–31).

Transcript 6.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Tom: ((moves and resizes SB of Macbeth)) (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Sam: that’s alright (0.6) that’s all fitted in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tom: yeah () but ((continues moving and resizing SB))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Sam: what?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Tom: ((continues moving and resizing SB)) (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Sam: it’s readable no matter how you put it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Tom: I wan’em to be () like down there () so you can</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>read’em as they’d say’em () but they’re comin from the right people (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>((inserts SB for Lady Macbeth))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having inserted the text into Macbeth’s speech bubble, Tom starts to resize and reposition the speech bubble (line 32). This takes rather longer than usual, which
prompts Sam to say: “that’s alright (0.6) that’s all fitted in” (line 33). In other words, Sam seems to wonder what more needs to be done once the speech bubble has been resized so it displays all the inserted text (in contrast to Transcript 2, line 4, the speech bubble here does display all of the inserted text). Tom, however, continues to resize and reposition the speech bubble, uttering “yeah (.) but” (line 34), indicating that there still is work to be done. Sam’s “wha::t?” (line 35) displays that for Sam there is no “but,” i.e., that Tom should move on to the next “step” (in this case, Lady Macbeth’s speech bubble), since the current speech bubble is “readable no matter how you put it” (line 37).

At this point, Tom seems to finally have found a position for the speech bubble that he likes. He lets go off the mouse and explains to Sam what he is trying to do: “I wan’em [the speech bubbles] to be (.) like down there [in the space between Macbeth and Lady Macbeth] (.) so you can read’em [moving his hand from to top to bottom] as they’d say they’em (.) but they’re [moving his hand back and forth from Macbeth to Lady Macbeth] coming from the right people” (lines 38–39). In other words, Tom is thinking of placing a number of speech bubbles in the middle of the screen, between Macbeth and Lady Macbeth, so that they can be read in sequence (from top-to-bottom), but are still connected to the person who is saying them. This is exactly what he subsequently does, as the frame at the end of the lesson shows (Figure 11).

What is noteworthy in this episode is that Tom very early devises a plan for the placement of the speech bubble in the frame. Retrospectively, we can see what his early utterance to “have their speech in like sections” (line 8) was meant to suggest – and why he was so insistent to have Macbeth on the left and Lady Macbeth
on the right (lines 7, 18, and 26). Tom uses a variety of gestures over the current frame to indicate how the frame should look (lines 7 and 8, line 18, and lines 38 and 39).

This is clearly an innovative way of placing speech bubbles and creating a “reading path” for the speech bubbles. Comparing Tom’s placement of the speech bubbles in Figure 12 with the speech bubbles in Figure 4, we can see that the former does suggest a clear reading path while the latter does not. In other words, Tom finds a solution so that a reader sees the order in which the speech bubbles should be read “just . . . by looking at it” (teacher in Transcript 4, line 35).

Tom’s solution not only indicates a clear reading path, it also manages to display another aspect of the dialogue that the girls in Transcript 4 were trying to convey: namely, a “quick” dialogue. What is only barely captured in the transcript (line 39, image connected to “say’em”), but clearly visible in the video, is how Bob visualizes the “speech in sections” as a back-and-forth dialogue between Macbeth and Lady Macbeth (his hand moves rapidly from one to the other, a bit like a ping pong ball).

Finally, as in the previous episode, only one of the pupils is explicitly concerned with the placement of the speech bubbles. While Tom in this episode clearly orients to the placement of the speech bubbles and the resulting “reading path,” it is noticeable that Sam does not orient to this. Sam does not “disagree” with what Tom is doing (although he shows some impatience), but he does not seem to care. There is no visible reaction to Tom’s suggestion and explication of what he is trying to do.

5.4 Ambiguity in reading path

The previous two fragments were instances in which one pupil wanted to place speech bubbles in particular way to indicate a reading path. In this final fragment we encounter a situation where the pupils have difficulty finding the reading path in a frame that they have previously created.

The episode occurs at the beginning of the fifth lesson in the computer suite, after the pupils have loaded their work from the previous lesson. To proceed with their task the pupils need to establish which is the last line from Shakespeare’s that they have used (i.e., put in a speech bubble). They therefore look at the last frame that they have worked on (Figure 12). In order to find the last line that that they have used, they try to read the dialogue visualized in the frame from beginning to end. This turns out to be difficult, since it is not clear which of the two speech bubbles of Macbeth should be read first: the one “most on the left” or the
one “most on top.” Put differently, in this frame it is not immediately clear which of the two conventional rules, top-down and left-right, should dominate (compare with Figure 11, where only one of these two rules, namely, top-down, is in play).

In order to know which text they should put in the fifth frame, Sam goes to back to the fourth frame to see “where we are” (Transcript 7.1; line 6) in the text. An obvious way of finding “where we are” is to locate the first speech bubble in the frame and then read the remaining speech bubbles in sequence, thereby ending with the last line from the play that has been visualized. Sam tries to do just that: he moves the mouse pointer “searchingly” around the screen (line 7), finally settling on the left bottom speech bubble (line 8), which he reads aloud: “hark (.) who lies” (line 9).

He stops (line 10) and moves the mouse pointer instead into the top left speech bubble, reading that aloud: “this is a sorry sight” (line 11). He then does the same for the top right speech bubble (line 12) and bottom left speech bubble (line 13). At this point Bob interrupts Sam, suggesting that “that [the bottom left speech bubble] should be up there [at the position of the currently top left speech bubble] cos that [in the bottom left speech bubble] says it first” (line 15). Using his hands, Bob indicates that he wants to swap the two speech bubbles of Macbeth, putting the one in the left corner on top, since it is that one that is read first. Bob, in other words, does two things: he indicates that Sam has currently identified the wrong speech bubble as the “first” (namely, the top one); and he furthermore wants to place that the speech bubble identified by him as the first (the one currently in the bottom left) in such a way that it is easily seen as the first one – which he thinks can be done by moving it to the “top” location.
Sam does not immediately react to this, but instead finishes going-through-the-speech-bubbles, reading out the final speech bubble: “Donalbain” (line 16). He then pauses and releases the mouse (line 17).

Sam now points to the screen and says: “no: (.) actually that [pointing at the bottom left speech bubble] goes first” (Transcript 7.2; line 18) to which Bob quickly agrees (line 19). In other words, Sam in line 18 produces another self-correction of his suggested reading order: it is not Macbeth’s “top” speech bubble (“This is a sorry sight”) but rather the “left” speech bubble (“Hark! . . .”) which comes first in the dialogue (“I’ve just remembered,” line 18). Sam then proceeds to read out the bottom right speech bubble (lines 18/19) and the top left speech bubble (line 20). Having now found an acceptable reading order, Sam takes control of the mouse,
switches to the text screen (line 22), and starts to search for the piece of text that they will put in the next frame (line 23).

What is noteworthy about this episode is that it displays a clear ambiguity in the reading path of the speech bubbles, where this is an ambiguity for the pupils who have problems figuring out which speech bubble comes first in the dialogue. Furthermore, this is an ambiguity in a frame that they have constructed themselves (i.e., not an example of “interpreting the work of others”). There are two candidates: the top left speech bubble (“This is a sorry sight”) and the bottom left one (“Hark! . . .”), where, as mentioned above, the former would be first under the top-down rule, while the latter would be first under the left-right rule (see McCloud’s suggested reading path in Figure 5). Sam has three attempts of identifying a reading order:

18 Sam: uh:: no: actually that goes first, I’ve just remembered (0.3) cos then she goes Donal-
19 Bob:

20 Sam: -bain (this is a- (inaudible) >this is a sorry sight (takes control of mouse))
21 ((moves MP ‘searchingly’ around screen)) ((reads)) Donalbain
22 ((switches to text screen))
23 ((starts browsing through the text of the play))
he starts by choosing the bottom left speech bubble as the first (line 9);
- he then self-corrects to choose a different path, starting with the top left speech bubble (line 11), moving to top right (line 12), bottom left (line 13), bottom right (line 16);
- after Bob’s interruption (line 15), Sam corrects himself once more, starting with the bottom left speech bubble (line 18), then bottom right (lines 19/20) and then top left (line 22).

In contrast to Sam, Bob is not just concerned with finding the first speech bubble, but also with how this could be indicated within the frame. In other words, once they have agreed on which speech bubble is first, where should that speech bubble be placed? Bob thus thinks that the current ambiguity in the reading path could be removed (by moving Macbeth’s speech bubbles).

What is interesting in this respect is Sam’s “no” in his utterance “no (.) actually that goes first” (line 18). The “no” suggests a disagreement with Bob, but it is unclear what this is a disagreement about. Does Sam think that they disagree over which speech bubbles comes first in the dialogue, or do they disagree about the location of that speech bubble in the frame. What seems clear from Bob’s reaction to Sam (“yeah,” line 19) is that at least for Bob it is not a disagreement about which speech bubble comes first (Bob’s reaction could be heard as “yeah, that’s what I said”), but rather that Bob thinks that this speech bubble should therefore be moved to the top. In any case, this disagreement does not become topicalized. Sam does not ask Bob why he wants to move the left speech bubble “up there” – but neither does Bob repeat his proposal with an alternative explanation.

6 Conclusion

The aim of this paper has been to open up the “black box” of assembly procedures in the production of visual objects in order to begin to see the role that conventions play when participants are in the process of designing particular objects. In that sense, the goal has been to extend the work of researchers such as Kress and van Leeuwen (2006 [1996]) by moving the investigation of the visual grammar of objects from an analysis based on (finished) products to the processes involved in assembling those products (cf. Burn and Parker 2001: 159). This has been done by drawing on a different line of research, video analysis of naturally occurring interaction, which studies how participants orient to each other during interaction.
By basing the analysis on video fragments in which pupils are in the process of constructing their storyboards has enabled this study to address the problem which arises in studies based solely on products, namely, that the design rationale is not always recoverable from the finished object, but may have to be stipulated by the researchers. For example, both Forceville (1999) and Bateman et al. (2004) have questioned aspects of Kress and van Leeuwen’s analysis on the basis that “it has not yet been established whether such an analysis is actually any more than a post hoc rationalization of design decisions that occur on a page for quite other reasons” (Bateman et al. 2004: 67). In order to avoid the danger of such “post hoc analysis,” it would be necessary to access the reasons and rationales during the design of objects. Video recordings of design-in-interaction allow us to do just that.

However, as outlined in the introduction, this is by no means straightforward. First, not every setting lends itself to being recorded. What is needed are “per-spicious settings” (Garfinkel 2002: 141) in which participants work together and therefore formulate for each other the reasons for their design. Second, even in such settings a lot of data may be required in order to find instances in which design decisions are explicitly topicalized. For example, this paper has been based on a rather modest number of instances (four in total). However, in each of these it could be shown that the pupils themselves discussed an aspect of the visual composition of their storyboard.

The focus on process also entails new challenges in transcription. Obviously, there are different ways in which such activities can be transcribed (cf. Jewitt 2006: 38). This paper has tried to reproduce what pupils said, what was displayed on the computer screen in front of them, and how pupils used their bodies to point to or visualize what they were saying.

The substantive focus of the analysis has been on how pupils arranged the speech bubbles in their visual representation of Shakespeare’s play. It was shown that in contrast to comics, where there are relatively strong conventions that indicate a clear “reading path” for the order in which speech bubbles should be read (in particular, to indicate which speech bubble should be read first), pupils in this setting were for the most part not particularly concerned with indicating a “reading path.” In fact, the placement of speech bubbles was for the most part a “non-decision decision,” i.e., done without much deliberation or discussion. The speech bubbles were predominantly simply placed above or next to the character to which they were attached (which is where they first appeared on inserting them). In only a very few instances did pupils topicalize the reading order for speech bubbles. They did this by:

- numbering the speech bubbles (a strategy that was not sanctioned by the teacher);
moving the character who spoke first from the right side of the frame to the left (thereby simultaneously orienting to a left-to-right reading convention and the convention to place a speech bubble above a character’s head); and

- placing speech bubbles in a column, one below the other (thereby making sure that only one rule, top-down, was in operation).

What is noteworthy is that in these instances it was only one of the two pupils who problematized the location of the speech bubbles (i.e., saw a problem), while the other pupil did not seem, particularly, to care (i.e., did not see a problem). For example, in Fragment 5, Sam wanted to move Macbeth from the right to the left, since it is Macbeth who speaks first, while Bob did not seem to see why this might be important (line 28: “yeah?”). In contrast, in Fragment 7, it is Bob who was keen to change the placement of the speech bubbles, while Sam remained unresponsive to Bob’s suggestions. It was thus not always the same pupil who was concerned with this question. In other words, it was not that there was a difference between the pupils in terms of competence or knowledge.

This may be a result of the fact that the participants in this setting were not experts, but novices. There are, as Kress (2003: 115) has remarked, methodological advantages in observing “unpracticed designers,” since we can see what they treat as problematic or strange. However, what this paper also shows is that notions of “grammar” or “convention” are only operating in a weak sense. It was not only that pupils were in some sense still learning the conventions underlying the placement of speech bubbles, but also that this was not necessarily their focus. Their storyboard was supposed to exhibit their understanding of Shakespeare’s text and although the visual composition could contribute to that, it was predominantly the written text (in the thought bubbles and caption box) that the teacher oriented to when reviewing their work.
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Appendix 1

Fig. 13: The interface of the software

Appendix 2  The beginning of Act 2, Scene 2

1  LADY MACBETH
2  That which hath made them drunk hath made me hold;
3  What hath quenched them hath given me fire.-Hark!-Peace!
4  It was the owl that shrieked, the fatal bellman
5  Which gives the stern’st good-night. He is about it.
6  The doors are open, and the surfeited grooms
7  Do mock their charge with snores; I have drugged their possets
8  That death and nature do contend about them
9  Whether they live or die.
10
11  MACBETH
12  Who’s there? What, ho!
13
Alack, I am afraid they have awaked,
And 'tis not done. The attempt and not the deed
Confounds us. -Hark!- I laid their daggers ready;
He could not miss'em. Had he not resembled
My father as he slept, I had done't.

My husband!

I have done the deed. Dist thou not hear a noise?

I heard the owl-scream and the cricket's cry.
Did not you speak?

When?

Now.

As I descended?

Ay.

Hark!

Who lies I'the second chamber?

Donalbain.

This is a sorry sight

A foolish thought, to say a sorry sight.
There’s one did laugh in’s sleep, and one cried “Murder!”
That they did wake each other. I stood and heard them.
But they did say their prayers and addressed them
Again to sleep.
There are two lodged together.
One cried “God bless us” and “Amen” the other,
As they had seen me with these hangman’s hands.
Listening their fear I could not say “Amen”
When they did say “God bless us.”
Consider it not so deeply.

Bionote
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